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FOREWORD

F

' This document is the final v_.port on work performed by
J

AEC-ABLE ENGINEERING CO., INC. (ABLE) under JPL Task Order

No. RD-156, as aulhorized by its Modification No. 6. Mr. M.H. ]_

Jacobs is the Contract Officer and Mr. J. D. Kievit is the

!.
Responsible Eng_lJeer for JPL on this Task Order. Mr. R.F. i

Crawford is the Program Manager fcr ABLE.
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INTRODUCTION AN[] SUM_t_RY

: The objective of this investigation was to conceptually

design and analyze extensible booms which could function as the

i diagon_il spars and central mast of an 800-meter-square, non-

rotating Solar Sailing Vehicle. A sketch of one version of

_ _he vehicle is shown in Figure i.

The boom design concept that was investigated for this

application is sketched in Figure 2. It is an extensible

lattice boom which is stowed and deployed by elastically coiling
\

and uncoiling its continuous longerons (see attached brochure for
%

_ a more detailed description of this mechanism). The present

investigation was restricted to the booms, themselves; their

",< stowage-deployment canisters were investigated by JPL.

Initial designs and analyses of the diagonal spars were

based on each spar being about 577 meters long and stay-supported

along their lengths to provide five equal-length free-spans.

The total mast length was initially taken to be equal to three

_' free-span lengths of the spars, or 346 meters. Each inboard

free-span of each spar was to withstand a maximum axial corn-

, pressive load of 137.9 N with a simultaneous lateral accelera-

tion of 0.0]05 m/see 2. All free-spans of diagonal spars

[
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t FIGURE 1 -- Initial Version of Solar Sailing Vehicle :

% ,,
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;' FIGURE 2 -- Coilable Lattice Boom with

Stowage/Deployment Canister
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and central mast were to be of the same design as that required

: i
: _ for the more severely loaded inboard free-spans of the diagonal

spars. Because the vehicle was to operate at 0.3 AU, JPL also
t

i specified that the extensible booms be capable of withstanding

temperatures compatible with a sail temperature of about 580°K.

This restricted candidate boom materials to those capable of
%

. withstanding a temperature approximately equal to that of the

sail.

Subsequently, the investigation was repeated for an enlarged

Solar Sail Vehicle with diagonal spars that were 652 meters long

and with a total mast length of 374 meters. The spars were stay-

_ supported to provide seven flee-spans of differing, optimum

; lengths, and the mast consisted of four free-spans. As initially,

all free-spans were to have the same cross sections. I{owever,

; the axial compressive loads in these free-spans were significantly

reduced from those of the initial investigation, while the lateral

i acceleration was essentially unchanged. This subsequent inves-

tigation was interactive between ABLE and JPL inasmuch as JPL

iteratively computed axial loads in each of the free-spans, which

changed with free-span lengths, while ABLE determined the seven

different free-span lengths in each spar which would minimize

the total weights of the spars and mast for the JPL-specified

•_- ' loads.

: To define lattice boom designs that could satisfy these

: requirements, it was necessary to consider effects of initial

)
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waviness of both the longerons and the overall boom assemblies.

/

_ These considerations were necessary because the presence of such

waviness is highly probable in the slender structures that were

! defined by this investigation, and because the effects of wavi-
+

ness on the strength of these structures was shown to be very

!_ significant.
!,

Maximum expected amplitudes of these initial wavinesses

were calculated for use in the strength analyses. These waviness

_;; calculations included effects of dimensional variations in the

fabricated boom parts, joint misalignments and distortions owing

:: to temperature gradients.

The strength of these wavy lattice booms was analyzed and

shown to be characterized by an unbifurcated maximum strength,

rather than by a classical bifurcated column-buckling strength.

_[ The unbifurcated maximum strength was derived by using accurate

engineering approximations to represent the deformation mochanics

_, of the booms. The resulting equations were then programmed for

rapid, computerized investigations of the various loading and

:;_ geometric parameters that affect the strength and minimum-weight
/

designs of these lattice booms.

Boom weights _,ere calculated by using a semi-empirical

formulation which related the overall weight of a boom to the

.,_ weight of its longerons (the latter determined from the strength

requirements). Although this formulation of the overall weight

-g

.........: , ..... :_.,,. ....._ ,__ i ;..;._i:....:.i_
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was based on prior experience with booms of different sizes and

materials, subsequent detailed design studies of the selected

design proved the formulation was accurate for this application.

The results of the investigation for the initially defined

requirements showed that booms of either titanium tubing or
L

_ HTS-Graphite/Polyimide solid rods were feasible and were the

least mass among several metallic and composite materials that

were considered. These two lighter-mass booms were of approxi-

mately equal mass, 0.309 kg/m. The diameter of the titanium boom

was 1.168 meters, as limited by the available stowage envelope,

while that of the HTS-Graphite/Polyimide boom was 0.400 metersI

_ _ JPL specified that only titanium boom designs should be

: r considered in the subsequent investi9ation of the longer diagonal

u spars with seven free-spans. As noted earlier, JPL and ABLE?

iteratively varied the loads and free-span lengths of the spars.

_'. The mass of the converged final design was 0.178 kg/m. This

decreased unit weight was the combined effect of decreased free-

span lengths, decreased compressive loads, optimization of the

individual free-span lengths and decreased allowable minimum

wall thickness of the longeron tubing from 0.0203 to 0.0127 cm.

As an adjunct to these investigations, analyses were per-f

formed which showed the following weight sensitivities of the

final titanium boom design:

'_ i) Mass increases significantly with small increases

in span lengths and axial loading or decreases in boom radius.

%

i ' I ..... ' i

, , , .,_ ,.___ •,_ _ :"
}"_ "_'_'_ '_ml ............ _'- . ........ "" _ ' ' '
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+

a 2) Mass is relatively insensitive to the magnitude

_. of lateral inertial loading considered and to small changes from

the presently estimated initial wavinesses.

;. 3) Although reductions in boom mass are theoretic '
: possible by geometric changes in the final boom design, cons _

tions of system optimization and fabricability would probabl3

I preclude such reductions.
5

It is concluded that realization of the final boom design

is feasible; however, that realization will require technology

development and demonstration in several areas which are defined.

The following sections of this report and its appendices

prerent details of all the above-sun_arized design data and

: analyses.

?

,r
< ,

i

"_,

t
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DESIGN CRITERIA AND SPECIFICATIONS

t

Following are _esign criteria and specifications that were

set up y JPL and ABLE to govurn the initial and final phases of

the conceptual design and analysis of the spars of the Solar

Sailer. Initial criteria were used for preliminary sizing of

candidate booms, both of metallic and composite materials. From

those preliminary results a titanium construction was selected

for further investigations, whose analysis and design was gov-

erned by final, modified criteria and specifications.

Initial Criteria

Dimensions -- Each spar shall be 577 4 m long, composed of

: five equal-length stay-supported free-spans of 115 5 m. The
"_r '

central mast shall consist of three 115.5 m free-spans. All

_, spar and mast free-spans are to be of identical construction.

These spar and mast dimensions, and those for the inplane stays,

are established by JPL Drawing No. 10082706, Sheet i of 4.

The nominal diameter of the booms (qi.,ars and masts) shall

' not exceed 1.168 m (46 in).

Sa__fety Factor -- Design loads shall be defined as limit load

times a safety factor of 1.25. Limit loads are those identified

2

L
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*_ to be the maximum loads expected to act on the structure. The

spars and mast shall be desigmed such that they can withstand

the design loads without failure.

Loads --

, i) The design value of the maximum axial load in a

spar free-span is 120 N. This load occurs in the root free-

span and does not include axial loads induced by inertial loading

< of the inplane stays.

2) The spars and inplane stays experience a lateral

acceleration of 0.0105 m/sec 2. The spars are so oriented rela-
tive to this acceleration that at the middle of each free-span

the inertial loads e_ually compress two longerons and tension
the third.

3) The design axial load induced in the root free-span

of the spar by the initially loaded inplane stays is 17.9 N. The

limit value of this load, 14.3 N, was calculated from the formula

T = TO + _g

_ where T = tension in a stay under lateral acceleration

TO = initial stay tension
-t

AE = stay extensional stiffness

L = stay length

w = inertial loading of stay

Thi_ formula was derived by assuming the stays had a parabolic
: equilibrium shape in response to the inertial loading.

Values of AE and w were calculated based on titanium

<_ slays, all of which had a cross-sectional area of 0.00516 cm J
(0.0008 in ), specific gravity of 4.43 g/cm 3, and Young's modulus

of 10.34 x i0 I0 N/m 2 (15 x 105 psi). TO was taken to be 1.0 N
' for all the inplane stays_ and their lengths were calculated from

the data on JPL Drawing No. 10082706, Sheet 1 of 4.

Temperature --. Maximum operational temperature for the spars

was taken to be 451°K (300"F). This was based on the JPL data

1978009181-013
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given in Figure 3. That is, the maximum boom temperature T B.;

was approximated asL

4 -T

TB = _Ts

wher.. '_S = sail temperature
= 629OK (600°F)

eBF = sail backface emissivity
= 0.27

£B = boom IR emissivity
-: =i.0

The sail-to-longeron view factor was implicitly taken here to

be 1.0.

Besides this maximum operational temperature, it was decided
%

that the boom materials should, when not loaded, be capable of

• withstanding exposure to a temperature of 629°K (600°F).

?

Material Properties -- The materials listed in Table 1

i;_ were considered to be candidate materials for the booms. Physical

and mechanical properties pertinent to the boem design are also

•_ listed in Table i. The moduli listed are for the operational

temperature of 451°K (300°F), while the strengths and strains

are for room temperature.

_; Based on prior experience with the design of composite coil-

able Iongerons for deployable booms, the design coiling strains

" e listed in Table 1 are one-half the fracture strains, for the

composite materials. For the metallic materials, their combined

ORIGn_A_PAGE m
OF POOR QU_

"" t
L

I I J' I ' ' ' 1
' t2
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: direct and shearing strengths are known with greater accuracy.

Therefore, their design coiling strains are taken to be 0.8 times

their proportional limit strains. The _trengths and design

strains listed in Table 1 are for room-temperature conditions

be-ause the boom will be coiled and uncoiled (stowed and deployed)

! at approximately that condition.

Initial Waviness -- The longerons of each bay of the spars

•: and masts were assumed to have initial waviness defined byt

y = y£ sin _x

-. where y£ = amplitude of longeron waviness

and £ = baylength

And, each free-span of the spars was assumed to have initial

_. waviness defined by

,- Y = YL sin nXLL_ •

where YL amplitude of boom waviness

and L = length of spar free-sp_ns

: These waviness amplitudes were determined by making prelimi-
i,

: nary estimates of the effects of such factors as initial curvature

_; of longeron stock, temperature gradients across and between ion-

_- gerons, deviations in lengths of diagonal members, splice misalign-

'!; ment and external forces. The result of this preliminary investi-

, gation was that the following values were selected for the waviness

_i parameters y£/£ and YL/L .

i'

_ _ k J i
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Table 1 -- MATERIALS INVESTIGATED

i Naterlax (N/m2) (N/m2) eDESIGN I (g/cm3)...................................... i ...... " ......

' Ti-6A1-4V 10.34 9.10 0.00660 4.428

{

Steel 19.3 10.34 0.00428 7.749

7075-T6 Aluminum 6.2 4.96 0.00576 2.767

HTS Graphite/Polyimide 13.4 13.44 0.00500 1.660

HM Graphite/Polyimide 26.5 7.14 0.00135 1.600

S-Glass/Polyimide 5.69 20.00 0.01750 1.937

<

"%t
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: For metall_ booms:

!: y £ 1
c

£ 2500

i YL _ 1
L i000

" and, for composite booms:

!

Y£ 1

£ 2000

<

YL 1
>

L 750

(Note that the above values for the metallic booms were later con-

firmed by the analyses presented in Appendix A.)
c

: Weight Model -- Boom weight per unit length wB was pre-

dicted by the following semi-empirical formula which is based on

i measured weights of previously fabricated booms.

• R R 0.0697 + 6w D 3 +w B = 3w£ 1 + 1.55 _ + _ - R
or

where w_ = weight per unit length of a longeron, as cal-
culated to provide the specified boom stronqth

R = boom radius

£ = baylength

and w D = weight per unit length of the diagona[ materi-
al; taken here to be the same as the JPL-

specified stay material.

_. In the above formula, the four terms (from left to right) are iden-

tified as,

\

,: ................,................................".-_'_,,-',',I',,'""4 '_

' 1 * :
f } • ii

¢ , .

%
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i) l,_ngeron weight

2) Batten weight

3) Weight of corner fittings

4_ Weight of diagonal members

i (Note that the accuracy of weights predicted by this formula were

later verified by detail design investigations.)

Fina ! Criteria and Specif_ication_ss

Following are the modifications and additions to tile "Ini-

tial Criteria and Specifications". A titanium boom construction

was selected to be "baseline" as a result of the initial screen-

ing and sizing of booms of the various candidate materials.

Therefore, the criteria and specifications presented below were

applied only to a final analysis and design of a coilable titanium ,

boom. The initial criteria and specifications still apply if they

are not superseded by the followJng.

i Dimensions -- Each spar of the Solar Sailer shall be approx_-

mately 652 meters long and the length of the central mast shall

be approximately 374 meters. For the baseline design, each spar

shall consist of seven stay-supported free-spans and the mast

shall cons]st of four such free-spans. The lengths of the free-

spans are not specified, but shall be optimized to minimize their

total mass.

The arrangement and dimensions of the inplane stays for the

final configuration are established by JPL Drawing No. 10082706,

f

tp
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Sheet 4 of 4. (Note that the cited drawing shows the finally

selected, iterated span lengths.)

Although the baseline design is to have seven free-spans

per spar weight sensitivity analyses shall be performed for i' i

having six and eight free-spans. ![
spars

Wall thicknesses of the titanium tubing selected for lon-

_' gerons and battens of the spars and mast shall not be less than

0.127 mm (0.005 inch).

All spar and mast free-spans must have identical cross sec-

tions, except that the mast free-spans can utilize different-

size ]ongeron tubing.

Safety Factor -- Unchanged

Loads -- Axial loads in the mast and spar free-spans shall

be provided by JPL for each set of lengths of those free-spans

(i.e., each distribution of specified total length) specified

by ABLE. The loads provided by JPL shall not _nclude those in-
1

duced by tensions in the inplane stays. These latter loads shall 1

be calculated by ABLE for each group of spar and mast free-span i_

lengths that is investigated. The loads induced by the inplane

stays shall be calculated by the same methods as indicated by the [I

initial criteria and the pattern of the inplane stays is that shown *

_ on JPL Drawing No. 10082706, Sheet 4 of 4.

Thus, the final loads on the spars and mast are to be deter-

mined iteratively by JPL and ABLE interaction, so as to optimize

:: free-span lengths and minimize their total mass.

I I. I
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Temperature -- The sail temperature T S shall be 582°K

(520°F) and shall have a backside (boom-side) emissivity of

0.55. The view-factor analysis given in Appendix B of this report

shows that over most of the spar length, the boom temperature TB

is 0.82 TS Therefore, the design boom temperature shall be

477°K (344°F).

Material Properties -- Unchanged; including modulus for

: Ti-6AI-4V.

: Initial Waviness -- Appendix A gives analyses of initial

wavinesses for the final design of the longerons and _]erall booms.

_ Those analyses essentially substantiate the preliminary estimate.
6

Therefore, the following values for the initial waviness parame-

ters were used to derive the final titanium boom design:

%r

Y£ _ 1
"_ £ 2500

YL 1

'_ L - i000

, Weight Model -- Unchanged

- ORIGINALPAGE IS
OF.POORQUAL_Y

!
I
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,, STRENGTH AND DESIGN ANALYSIS

_ Appendix C presents equations that were developed for

'; i calculating the maximum axial load PMAX that can be with-
i

_ stood by a lattice column, of the typ,-_ shown in Figure 2,

?

where

1) both the longerons and overall assemb]y of

the column are initially wavy,

2) the column is simply supported at both ends

], of its span ].ength L ,

3) it is laterally loaded owing to acceleration
of its own mass, so as to equally compress two longerons

' and tension the third; and,

4) the boom overall waviness can be at any angle
,?

y relative to the direction apecified for those deflectlons
" owing to the inertial loading.
i,
_. Further details of the assumptions and approximations used

or

in the strength determination are listed in Appendix C. The

equations developed there are general inasmuch as they can be

applied to any longeron cross section and any boom proportions.

! Example calculations presented in Appendix C show that in

the presence of initial overall waviness, the maximum ioad-

_ carrying capability of these columns is less than the classical

:_ buckling strength, where stable and unstable equilibrium con-

< figurations bifurcate. For these wavy columns, the effect of

_, applying and increasing _he axial load is to increase the

: .........._.....:,_........,_ _ ._a_w_._ ;_m,_%,_- __ _ ,_;_<_._,_,_,_,,_'

i'
!

|,
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lateral deflection of the column, until a bent configuration

is attained for which any attempt to further increase the

load results in unstably increasing deflections and decreasing
jr

: bending stiffness. PMAX is defined as the load at that point

._ of diver9ent deflections; although, the column bending stiff-

4 ness at that condition would indicate a reserve of buckling
2

" strength.

f: The equations developed in Appendix C were used to cal-

culate design proportions of coilable lattice booms that sat-

: isfy the "Initial" and "Final" criteria and specifications

given previously. The strength equations and criteria were

:, applied as follows.

., The maximum strength of a lattice column, as formulated

in Appendix C, depends on the design variables which are

%

, indicated functionally as follows:
]

i m*& = p* ( P, n, w B, L, E, 5'£/£, YL/L, £/R, R, p, _, and pB ). X V_X
o

i" All the symbols used here are defined in Appendix C, Figure

2, and the previous section of this report. To satisfy the

., design criteria, the variables of the strength equations

_. were determined as follows:
"L

P = specified design load
?

: n = load factor
L

o._ _ O.0105 - 0. 00107
' 9.81

w B : boom weight per unit length, defined
1 by weight model

?

J
_' ! i @ o
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¢

• L = specified span length
h

• E = Young's modulus as specified in Table 1

_ 1 1

:' Y£/£ - 2500 and YL/L - i000 for metallic booms

/ 1 1

Y£/£ - 2000 and YL/L - 750 for composite booms

£/R = i; selected to ensure compact stowage
geometry while maximizing longerons

buckling strength
F

R = boom radius; as selected to minimize

_ w B , or as limited by specification that
!,
_ 2R < 1.168 m

, p = longeron radius of gyration; as selected

_ to minimize wB , or as limited by EDESIGN

' values listed in Table 1

_ y = direction of overall waviness, as selected

,: For particular values of the above variables, the relation-

ship between * and PB (similar to that shown on Figure C3• PEU

of Appendix C} was determined insofar as necessary to define

" P_A where_ X '

' I: P X _ P *
EU MAX

, From this definition,

' P/,_X 2PFu_X L2
" P_X

PEU 3_2EAIR 2

Note that a computational subroutine was develuped to calculate

; P_AX with an accuracy of 0.001 (typical values of P_AX are

: , 0.3 to 0.7).

In the preliminary sizing of composite booms, their

: longerons were assumed to be square and solid, with cross-

5

£ , , i
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_ sectional area A£ given by

2 2

A£ = S : 12_{,

% As a trial input to a desi9n computation, a value of R was

selected such that

R _ RLIMI T

: Since the longeron radius of gyration p is

S
P -

i
and the coiling strain e is

S
: E 2R i- £DESIGN

then a value of p was selected such that

Y

p < R£DESIGN

b

These selected values of R and p , along with values of the

: other variables as dictated by the criteria and specification,

%: were used as input to the computer program developed to auto-

matically make design calculations. The previously mentioned

subroutine to the design program then calculated P_AX (with

PMAX = P and A£ = 12p 2) as

i' [

Vl 8n2Ep 2P*MA X

This latter value of R was compared _o its input value and

the computation was recycled with changed values of the input

R until they agreed with an accuracy of AR = R/:[0 . The

strain was monitored during these computations to JTsure

I I

, _IIP ii I
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T
r

E < E
-- DESIGN . I_

I;
Thus, values of R and S were calculated for booms whose

strengths are P .

_ Note that when P_AX was calculated by the subroutine
!

for a particular set of design variables, the input value

uf w B was not recalculated for each iteration cycle. The

initially estimated value of w B was used for all these t

L

iterations and then checked against the converged design ,

value of wB The computation cycle was rerun only if the

, calculated w B differed greatly (say 30%) from the input :

vao_e of w B This procedure was permissible because

p* was quite insensitive to changes in w B_tAX

; Sizing calculations for booms with metallic tubular

' Iongerons proceeded much the same as those outlined above

for solid rods. The chief difference was that R was set

_% equal to its design limit value because w B was found to be

minimized there. An initial value of the longeron radius of

gyration was then calculated according to

ro Rc

where ORIGINALPAGE I_%

E _ _DESlGN OF POOR QUALITY

This value of p was subsequently compared to
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; which is derived from considering that
t

2 2)
A£ = _ (rO - r.

/ 1

" 2 1 re2 2' P = _ ( + ri )

%

: r O

I R

-i A£ = 2PL 2

_• R2 2ER4p_' and 3_ X

For a converged value of p (Ao < p/200) the longeron inside

radius is, from the preceding equations,

'"2p\2"" .-_ /I 2
.: r. = ' - e

;, Values of w B were calculated for various values of c to

minimize w B . In the initial design calculations the m.inimum
r

w B occurred for

"*-:. c = cDESIGN

However, for the final baseline design, wB was minimized when

- . was the minimum practical_. the tubing wall thickness, r0 rI ,

> size, 0.127 ,wl (0.005 inch), t'

• Regarding effects of ] , the direction of the overa!l t

% waviness, auxilliary calculations were per[ormed on typical '
]

designs to determine the value of _ which would minimize

- P_IAX . Figure 4 shows the relationship between PMAX* and

y calculatod during computations for the final baseiine

design. It is shown in Figure 4 that P_tAX is minimized at:

•y _- 60 °. Therefore, that value of y was used throughout
4

_ t
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the investigation of the final design. |_

Sensitivity studies were performed to determine changes "

: in w B that would result from small changes in the various -

design variables. The method for computing such changes in ,,

w B was simply to vary the input values of the variables and

use the above-outlined computational procedures.

The results obtained by the above procedures are pre-

sented in the following section of this report.

ot
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: CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DATA

t

• Data are presented in this section, first on booms of

several different materials which satisfy the Initial Design

Criteria and Specifications. Then, data are prcscnted on
%

titanium booms which satisfy the Final Design Criteria and

Specification. Finally, results of sensitivity analyses are

presented which define boom mass changes that occur due to

small changes in the various design variables.

k,

- jnltia 1 Conceptu.al Designs

,. Table 2 lists J.,_t._on conce,)tua] boom designs, for the

six materials listed in Table I, which designs were sized to

: satisfy the Initial Design Criteria and Specifications. Table
.

2 shows that the designs using Ti-6AI-4V and fiTS-Graphite/

Polyim]de materials are the two least masssive. The other

: feasible designs (of steel, aluminum and S-G]ass/Polvimide)

_ are so much more massive that they were not considered further

in this investigation. As noted on Table 2, the design strain

T i

: for }LM (high modulus) Graphite/Polyimide was too small for it

to result in a feasible design. That is, for a boom of suitable

strength to be made of that material would require that either

the design strain be exceeded or that its di.,meter exceed the

_ maximum speci f_ed diameter.t

i
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z.

Table 3 gives additional properties of the two most feasible

.., designs, one of Ti-6AI-4V and the other of HTS Graphite/Polyimide,

Most of the properties listed in Table 3 are self-explanatory

and are in accordance with the previously presented Initial

Design Criteria and Specification and Strength and Design

Analysis. However, the following comments are given regarding

the last three entries in Table 3.

i) Retracted length, HB : This length is cal-
'_ culated as

3L

HB - 2_R (d£ + 0.00203) (meters)

where the symbols are defined in Table 3.

The 0.00203-term is the thickness (in

meters) of the part of the longeron-to-

_ batten fitting which prevents the coiled
longeron members from lying against them-
selves. This interference thickness is

determined from prior experience with fab-
_. ricated booms.

2) Canister length, HC ; The length required
for a canister that can stow and deploy one

_/ spar is

, HC = 5H B + 3R
\

This semi-empirical formula is based on the

• observations that a length of 5H_ is re-

_ quired to stow one coiled spar-len_gth and a

._ length of 3R is required to accomodate a

¢ deployment mechanism plus the boom transition

i' length from its fully-coiled to its full-

deployed configurations (see Figure 2).

3) Self-deployment force: This force has been

, derived by ABLE (see attached brochure) as

F = i. 5EI£

_, :" R 2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS

,. OF POOR QUAL/T¥
2"

C"

%,

.... '- & •
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i_ where EI£ = bending stiffness of one longeron.

It is noted regarding the masses shown in Table 3 that

detailed design studies were made of the titanium and graphite

booms. Total masses for the two types of booms were derived

) from those design studies, which indicated hhat the weight-

model used to analytically derived their masses was accurate

within a few percent for predicting overall boom weight.

Final Conceptual Design

: As noted earlier, titanium (_i-6AI-4V) was selected to

be the baseline material for the final conceptual design of

: the spars and mast. It was sized to satisfy the final design

criteria and specifications. Axial loads and free-span

lengths for the spars and masts were selected interactively

"_ and iteratively by JPL and ABLE. JPL calculated initial

masses, loads and free-span lengths for the spar by estimating

that for all its pree-spans,lthe,product PL 2 would be constant.

,; ABLE then calculated the seven free-span'lengths and section

: characteristics which could just withstand the specified loads

(including appropriate inplane-stay-induced loads), yet have

identical cross-sections and a constant total spar length.

Mast free-spans were sized so that they had _he same overal_

i radius as the spars. But, their longeron cross-sections could

differ from those of the spars, both in the two sunward

: (foreward) and in the two aft free-spans of the mast. JPL

<

_ _ i ' _ , _ j "-_-._
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then recalculated the axial loads for the new lengths and

masses. After approximately four such iterative calculations,

the lengths and axial loads for the spar and mast free-spans

converged to the values listed in Table 4. Also listed in

Table 4 are the bending stiffnesses that were calculated for
!

each free-span when subjected to its respective design load.

Note that those bending stiffnesses indicate "buckling"

strengths that are significantly greater than the design

axial loads. However, those buckling strengths cannot be :

realized.

• It is noted that the loads li_ted in Table 4 are

"design-values" for the longer spans (651.77 m), and that

: they are significantly less than the initial design loads for
i

. the shorter spans. It is also emphasized that the longeron

wall thickness could be no less than 0.127 mm (0.005 inch).

_'_ This latter specification along with the smaller axial loads

and generally shorter free-spans led to spar-longeron designs

whose optimum strains were less than the design limit strain

_' listed in Table 1 for Ti-6AI-4V. However, the optimum overall

diameters for spars and mast are the limit v_lue, 1.168 m.
{

Table 5 lists mass, dimensional and mechanical properties

of the spans for this final design, and Table 6 lists the same

properties for each of the mast free-spans.
4

_ ABLE Drawings, numbered 460010 through 460020, which were

• delivered separately to JPL, give the results of a detailed

_; design study of the spans. The following mass-breakdown for

.Y
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: Table 4: Axial Loads, Freespan Lengths and Bending >

Stiffnesses for Titanium Spar and Mast Designs

_ Total

Boom Axial Added* Axial Free-span Bending

No. Load/JPL Load/ABLE Load Length Stiffness

(N) (N) (N) (m) x 10 -5(N-m 2) :

Spar

t

1 (outer) 47.92 1.48 49.40 124.34 1.29

2 54.30 3.31 57.61 Iii.00 _ 1.23

3 59.76 5.56 65.32 97.68 : 1.20

: 4 64.22 8.80 73.02 86.95 1.14

] 5 67.64 i0.i0 77.74 80.72 1.08
!

6 69.48 11.08 80.56 77.18 1.09
q

7 71.45 11.57 83.02 73.90 1.08

Mast

1
19.88 19.88 88.26 0.545

(Fore)

2 19.60 19.60 94.43 0.545

3 97.54 --- 97.54 94.04 1.55

(Af t)

4 91.91 --- 91.91 96.88 1.55

7_

! * Axial load induced by inplane stays, calculated by ABLE

ORIGINALPAGEIS
' OFPOORQU, JI I

2

i'

'l

: 1 ' 1 ' i
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Table 5: Mass, Dimensional and Mechanical Properties
]

of Final Titanium Spar Design

Total spar length 651.77 m

%

i Spar mass per unit leDgth 0.1781 kg/m

Mass of one spar 116.1 kg

?

Mass of four spars 464.4 kg

" Spar diameter 1.168 m

: Longerons; Ti-6AI-4V tubing,
_ diameter and wall thickness 0.711cm x 0.0127c_L
/

Battens; Ti-6AI-4V tubing,i

diameter and wall thickness 0.584cm x 0.0127cm

_ Longeron coiling strain 0.00609i

Longeron coiling stress at R.T. 6.78 x 108 N/m 2

_., Retracted length per spar 4.33 m

Canister length for one spar 6.08 m

._ Ideal bending stiffness

; (for no waviness) 1.478 x 105 N-m 2

_ Actual bending stiffness (see Table 4)

Ultimate bending strength (min) 44.9 N-m

Shearing stiffness 3 x 104N :

Torsional stiffness 0.510 x 104 N-m 2

Torsional strength 8 40 N-m

Diagonal pretension 4.14 N

t'

m

L
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one spar was determined from the detailed design.

' Part Mass (kg)

Longerons 24.17

Battens 32.79
{

" Corner fittings 40.27i

• Diagonals 18.59

i Adhesive 0.28

%

Total 116.10

'i_ Detailed drawings were not made of the final design of the
<

mast.

Mass Sensitivities of Final Spar Design

Figure 5 shows normalized mass changes of the middle free-

span of the final spar design, that were calculated to result

from ±10% changes in the design variables g, p, n, y£/£, YL/L

and R . It is evident from F_gure 5 that the mass is highly

sensitive to changes in both P and g . Therefore, it was

important to accurately define and calculate those variables

in the previously discussed iterative design analysis.

Small changes in the waviness parameters y£/£ and

: YL/L are shown in Figure 5 to have only small influence on

spar mass. However, that trend should not be extrapolated

too far regarding reductions in waviness. That is, as shown

by Figure C4 of Appendix C, the compressive strength of a
4

lattice boom is greatly decreased from its ideally-straight

'f 6,, i, I

l"
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V

' i. I0 --
k

P

1.05 - _--

! _ YL/L
1.00 .............. n

i ,

1"-4

: _ 0 95-O "
I z
I

R

0.90 -

ook--- _ .... I 1 i .0.9 1.0 1.1

NORMALIZED DESIGN VARIABLE

FIGURE 5 -- Sensitivity of Spar Mass to Changes in Design

Variables; Typical for Spar Middle Free-span
%

r"
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i
)

_: strength by introducing only a small amount of initial waviness.

As such initial waviness increases, the strength reduction de-
i

creases. Thus, the insensitivity to changes in y£/£ and5

YL/L shown by Figure 5 is valid only for small deviation from

• the specified values of those parameters.

't Figure 6 shows the influence of the ratio of baylength-

to-radius, £/R , on spar mass. It is clear from Figure 6 that

the selection of _/R = 1.0 did not result in mlnlmum spar mass.

Minimum mass is obtained at £/R = 1.15, which is the intersection

of designs governed by longeron minimum wall r_ kness with those

that are strain-limited. However, £/R = 1.0 _s selected be-

cause it provides for a shorter retracted len9th for the spar

than would a design for which £/R = ].15 This shorter re-

tracted length was necessary to satisfy a dimer_ional limit on

the stowage envelope, which limitation was emphasized late in

this investigation.

" A study was also made of the spar mass changes that would :

w

result from changing its number of freespans to six or eight.

The resulting spar masses are listed below, along with the cot-

:' responding longeron diameters and retracted lengths of the spars.

(

' IN°" of Spar Mass Longeron Retracted

I Freespans (kg) Diameter (cm) Spar Length (m);
L

) 6 119.9 0.765 4.62

,_ 7 116.1 0.772 4.33 I
I

8 111.9 0.653 4_01 I

: i a. I
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Region of Corner Fitting
Interference

J a ' i

118 0.,)--- --

? 116

q114

S
_. _ 112 -_ -

o

: Tubing Wall _ __ Strain

" _0_0 --]l.0Thickness'- Limitedl.ll I Limited1.21 I_

£
'- _

FIGURE 6 -- Spar Mass Variation with Ratio of

Baylength-to-Boom Radius; Final
Titanium Design

i
I
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L

_ It is evident from these data that tile resulting mass

_ changes are small; about ±3% Ilowever, the available stow-

age length did not permit the option of using six free-spans.

Although the selection of eight free-spans would have further

decreased the retracted length and mass, it would also in-

crease system complexity and ancillary mass. Therefore, the

selection of seven free-spans for the spar appears to be op-

timum for the overall system.

t

+

I

i.
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CONCLUSIONS

This investigation resulted in the conceptual design of

deployable titanium lattice booms to function as the four

spars and central mast of a Solar Sailer spacecraft. The

total mass of the four spars and central mast is 528.4 Kg,

or about 0.73 g/m 2 for the 850-m square sail area.

The conceptual design a_pears to be feasible inasmuch

as it was designed in compliance with a comprehensive strength

analysis and well established technology which ) been used

on prior designs of deployable lattice booms having S-glass/

epoxy and S-glass/polyide longeron and batten members. In

fact, as an adjunct to this investigation, thin-walled steel

tubing was subjected to bending and twisting deformations

similar to those that the titanium tubing would experience in

this application. The steel tubing withstood the deformations,

proving that longerons of deployable lattice booms can be made

of metallic tubing.

However, technology still needs to be developed for these

booms in the following areas:

i) Drawing or chemical milling of titanium tubing

to realize the required, thin wall-thicknesses.

2) Processes and tooling for making well-aligned

joints between segments of longeron tubing and boom assemblies;

using metallurgical or adhesive bonds, or mechanical fasteners.

3) Design of diagonal members of booms to survive
micrometeoroid threat.

I:
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4) Statistical prediction of initial waviness of

'_ longerons and overall-boom assembly, plus design methods which
account for such waviness statistics.

2

5) Methods for measuring initial waviness in long
boom assemblies, which account for grdvitational deformations.

Note that most of these areas are associated with developing

"_ technology to detect, minJmi"e, predict and design-for effects

: of waviness in the longerons and the boom assemblies. Develop-

•_ ment of this technology is necessary because of the rely sig-

nificant effects that such waviness was shown to have on the

present conceptual design.
2

t' ;
4

.r 1

i

'[

t'
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Appendix A

INITIAL WAVINESS ESTIMATES FOR

LONGERONS AND THE OVERALL BOOMS

This appendix presents estimates that were made of the

initial wavinesses of both the longerons and the overall boom

assemblies. Longeron wavinesses, as they were estimated to

arise from several different sources, are presented first.

Subsequently, overall boom waviness estimates are presented.

These estimates are the basis for the selected design values

of the waviness parameters;

ORIGI_ALPhG]_I_
1 OF quA/

Y£/£- 2500

1

and YL/L - i000

Longeron Initial Waviness

The initial waviness of each longeron in each baylength

of the spars and masts is assumed to be the sum of geometrically

similar wavinesses which arise from several different sources.

Following are estimates of waviness amplitudes for all of the

sources that were considered to be significant.

C__urva____tur___eof L0ngeron Stock -- It is assumed that the lon-

geron tubing is precurved to a constant radius p . This radius
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?

- can be calculated fz-om the straightness specification which tile

" supplier will meet,

2
: £

0

P = 85,0

. where 3,0 is the specified wave amplitude in a speclfied length

_0 An initial waviness can result from using such stock tubing

- because tile ends of the longerons in the terminal baylengths of

each segment of a spar assembly will have that _nitial curvature.

This condition is as shown below.

- / _ VVJcvy Lo_v_E_o_O

A I

DAyLEN_TI_

o

i For this condition, the maximum deflection y is that for the

" series of simply supported beams acted upon at its end by a moment

M which would give the prescribed curvature at the end, for which

9

y= o 048
, " EI

' ] M

Since P = E_

y = 0.048 £2O

f
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¢.

By using the previously given expression for 0 , the maximum

: deflection becomes

: 2

'- Y = 0"384 YO(_) !i

The ASME standard for acceptably straight tubing is 0 010 inches i_!
• _-

of bow in any 12 inches of length. For tubing to just meet the ::

ASME standard and for that tubing to be selected and used in the {.
: i

: boom assembly is estimated to be a 40 occurrence. Therefore, i%

5_L the io initial bow is estimated to be YO = 0.0025 inch for i

£O = 12 inches. Accordingly, for the 23-inch baylength,

y = 0.384 (0.0025) _-_

= 0.00353 inch

Temperature Difference Across Lonqerons -- A linear tempera- '

_.. ture gradient of AT/2r across an unrestrained longeron will i

_" cause it to curve to a radius 0 given by _.

• 2r !

aAT i_

where r = longeron radius i,
I I'

and a = longeron coefficient of linear thermal expan-
d' sion

When this temperature gradient is discontinuous over a longeron .

length or when a longeron terminates, the deflection of the lon-
t_

} geron in the adjacent baylength is, as in the previous analysis, ..

c

y = 0.048 £2

, ° Ii

'_ ,i A

? ; I"

L
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a:_T£ z
or y = 0. 024

* r

'. For a titanium longeron of the baseline design

*- a = 5 x 10-6/°F

r = 0.140 inch

_ £ = 23 inchesi

Although the temperature difference AT across a directly

irradiated, thin-walled titanium longeron could be approximately

' 40°R at 0.3 AU, it is estimated that when irradiated only dif-

; fusely by the sail, then

AT -_ 5°R

For which, the foregoing formula gives

i

_. y : 0.00227 inches

:_ This waviness would develop only during operation of tile space-
{

craft. Therefore, it would exist only in outboard baylengths ofq

spars, ttowever, for conservatism, it is included here as though

it could occur over the lengths of the spars.

D iffe_re21ces Among Dja@on_al Lcn__ths -- The lengths of the

diagonal members of a boom can differ for various reasons, including
4
(

_' dimensi_,,a] tolerances in their manufacture, dimensional tolerances

i in their retainers, and temperature differences among thr. diagonals.

<
In any event, such differences will cause twisting and/or shearing

!. of the boom. And, localized twisting and shearing will cause the

longerons of the boom to bend; thus, hay,. an il,itial waviness.

i

J i

• t

- _. _
b_, L " '_..._._ , * J _ _' L _ _ _ _ • I
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The following sketch shows a longeron (free to rotate at ends) in

a baylength that is sheared or twisted relative to longerons in

: adjacent undistorted baylengths, i

< C AN

,i .% /I
 i\/I [\

1
t
I

For the adjacent longeron segmerts to be continuous with the
e

longerons in the distorted baylength requires that they have the t
J

% same slope at their juncture instead of the indicated slope-

discontinuity. Therefore, at the junctures bending moments M

_ will exist in the longerons to enfolce the slope continuity. The

bending moment is calculated as indicated below.

1978009181-050
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For equilibrium,

M 1 = M 2 = M = KI8 = K 2 (y - 8)
S

_ Therefore, 8 - 7
:. K1
' l+--

K2

KI_
_. or M -

K1
l+_

K 2

For beam Q K1 _ M _ 3 46 EI' ' 0 " T

and for beam Q K2 _ M _ 6EI' ' 8

Since the max!mum def] _, on in beam Q is

M£ 2

y = 0.048 EI

then y = 0.1053 y£

_, and/or y = 0.1053 _£ :

From NASA CR.-I12183, "Development of a Microwave Intefer-

ometer Position Locator", it is determined that the twist # and

shear y of a baylength of this presently considered type of lat-

tice boom are

_IR - AIL + _2R - &2L + &3R - &3L

3R cos B

' 2 q/ 2 2 2 !
i Y = _ _YI + ¥2 .+ _3 - YIY2 - Y2Y3 - YIY3

.!

!

i

?,
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ill,

'_ AIR- AlL

where 71 - 2£ cos 8

A2R- A2L

72 =-2£-cos 8"

A3R - A3L

73 = 2 f cos 8

•th

AiR = diagonal length deviation in an l
panel (i = i, 2 or 3) of a baylength,

which diagonal spirals in the right-
hand (R) direction.

= length deviation in lefthand spiral-

AiL ling (L) directiop of ith panel !

£ = ]ongeron length

"_ R : boom radius *

8 = Angle between batten and diagonal

= 30 ° for present design

For example, if AO is the specified tolerance for the diagonal

,". lengths, and if in one baylength all Ai = AO and all Ai have [
,: !,

_. the appropriate sign to maximize ¢ and 7 , then

"_ 2A O 2 /6 AO

: R c0-s _ and _'= 3-[--66_-¢

Or, if in a baylength only one diagonal has the maximum tolerance

and the others are perfect,

AO AO

' _ = -3R-cos-6 and _ - 3£ cos-_

By an approximate evaluation of the gamut of possible conJainations

of tolerances that can occur and their respective probabilities,

plus consideration that _ and 7 can be additive, it is estimated

, that a probable (io) distortion is
¢,
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r"

; 2A 0 ,

• _ + Y - R cos 6 i
.).

(Note _ = R for this design) I:'

Accord ing ly, I!
• il

y = 0.2432_ O }!_

\ From previous manufacturing experience, it is estimated that !I.,

AO = 0.010 inches will be achievable as a la tolerance. There-

lore,

? y = 0 00243 inch ! "
• i w,

', Splice Misalignment -- It is considered here that tooling

used to join longeron segments can enforce sc,m_ misalignment in

_- those joints as indicated below by 00

-[

9 % 'y---q :.

!
1

; \,,
• /

%' " 1

• i
1

t

Y

_" Upon releasing the toolina such a misaligned longeron joint

will rotate to the equilibrium position indicated, where
_ v

, ½• e = e
o i

1 The internal bending moment at the joint will then be

' i
?.
{

, 5
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" gI0 1.73 EI80
0_ M = 3.46 -

% and the a3sociated maximt, m deflection is

M£2
: y = 0. 048 EI

; = 0.08304 80£

It is estimated that in production 80 will be at least one

milllradian. Therefore,

y = 0.08304 (0.001) (23)

= 0.00191 inch

t

Several other sources of lo_,gernn waviness were examined,

but they were all found to be negligible compared to the fore-

j

, going, i

• Summary o_f L_L__eron Waviness -- The sum of the foregoing

_. longeron initial wavinesses is

• y = .u1014 inch

Consistently,

.! Y£ _ 1
£ 2268

! However, the following reduced value of the waviness param-

eter is used in the text of this report:

Y£ 1
, £ 2500

L

r

&
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Overall Boom Initial Waviness
t

?
The initial overall wav_ness of each free-span of the spars

and mast are assumed to be the sum of contributing wavinesses that

arise from several different sources. Following are estimates

• of waviness amplitudes for all such sources that were found to be

significant.

** Splice Misalignment -- It is considered that when boom seg-

ments are spliced, either gaps between butting longerons or unequal-

length longerons can cause splice misalignment, as indicated below.

'i, /\ +
|.

,
• P

- Here, 6 _s either the gap dimension or the longeron longth in-.

equality. The angular misalignment _ that occurs owing to 6

lS

_ - 1.5 R

• Since these individual misalignments can occur in random direc- J_

tions, the cumulative misalignment _ from joining N + 1 seg-

,+

ments (N joints) to assemble a free-span length L is estimated
,+

, from random-walk theory for ,_ io occurrence as +
+
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26 /N

3R

The averag_ radius of curvature p for the span is then

And, the resulting wave amplitude for the span Js

L 2
y -

L6 /N

12R

, A i_ gap is estimated to be

., 6 = 0.015 inch

Maximum available lengths of longeron tubing is reported by sup-

pliers to be approximately 240 inches. T _ngths of the outboard,

middle and root spans of the spars for the Solar Sailer are,

respece_ rely,

L1 = 4895 inches

L. = 3423 inches

end L7 = 2910 inches

_ , Therefore, the waviness amplitude in each owing to gaps of

0.015 inch are

" 4895 (0.015) /2-O

Yl- 12 (23)

= 1.190 inches

;
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1
3423 (0.015) i-

Y4 12 (23)

= 0.696 inches 1t
2910 (0.015) _ _

"! and Y7 = 12 (23) i'

= 0.548 inch i

A lc length deviation between either one short longeron !.

and two long ones, or one long longeron and two short ones, is

estimated to be i

6 = 0.020 inch i.

According to the same formula, the waviness amplitude in the three

spans owing t_ this longeron length deviation is then

Yl = 1.587 inches

Y2 = 0.928 inch '

Y3 = 0.731 inch

Temperature Differences Between Longerons -- Appendix B

shows that a slight temperature difference can occur between the

sailward and outward longerons of an outboard free-span of a spar. i!

That temperature difference was shown to cause a difference in 1

those longeron lengths of _ _!

AL = 6.88 aT S%

where TS = sail temperature

and a = longeron coefficient of !

linear thermal expansion i!

_ L
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This AL will cause the free-span to have a radius of

curvature p given by

1.5 RL

" P - AL

1.5RL
I =

6.88 aT S

and, since the waviness amplitude is given by

L 2

Yl - 8p
7

0.573 LaT S

then Yl - R

For L 1 = 4895 inches

": i0-6a = 5 x /°R

T S = 980OR

: and R = 23 inches

" Yl = 0.598 inch
J

The inboard free-spans of the spars should have virtually

no temperature differences among their longerons; therefore, no

waviness owing to this effect.

Differences Among Diagonal Lengths -- The "Longeron" section

of this appendix gives a formula for the shear y of a baylength

of a boom in terms of deviations A in the lengths of the diago-

nals. With reference to that formula, it is assumed here that

four of the six diagonals in a baylength have equal deviations AO

of the necessary signs to produce pure shearing of that baylength.

{

I ........[
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L

=

Then, the formula gives the shear angle

_ 2&O (6 = 30°)

/3 £ cos 8

(see previously given definition of symbols)

Therefore, the shear deflection per baylength, Yi ' is

Yi = Y£

' 4_ 0
3

L

It is now considered that the _eflectfon owing to random-

'_ walk effects for N baylengths in one-half a free-span length

is (for ig occurrence)

Y = /NYi

4A0
3

It is implicit in this formula that the other half of the free-

% span is oppositely but equally sheared. That probability is

accounted for by using one-half y given by the above formula

to estimate the deflection due to this effect. Note also that

N = L
• 2£

_ It is estimated (as before) that _0 = 0.010 inch is a is
L

occurrence. Then, the wave amplitudes for the outboard, middle

and root free-spans of a spar are, respectively,

• : 2 (0.010) 4895
_ Yl = 5 2 (23)

= 0.069 inch

2

I

: J
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and similarly Y2 = 0.057 inch

Y3 = 0.053 inch

External Forces -- Aside from the lateral acceleration forces

which are accounted for in the text of this report, only the out-

board free-spans of the spars are subjected to forces which can

cause initial deflection. Owing to attached control surfaces,
J

the outboard end of the spars are subjected to shears and bending
2

moments. The effect of the shearing force is neglected here since

it is carried mostly by the outboard stay. ltowever, the bending

i moment, which is estimated by JPL to be about 50 in-lb, is con-

s_dered. The maximum deflection that is produced by this bending

moment is calculated from the previously given formula for deflec-

tion of a beam over many simple supports as,
% o

ML 2
y = 0.048 EI

i
: For the outboard free-spans,

L = 4895 in

EI = 4.49 x 107 lb-in 2 (See text)

and M = 50 in-lb

Then, y = 1.28 inches

Temps}_ature Differqnc£_A$r0ss I,onggr0n _ -- As noted previously

: _ i in this appendix, a linear temperature gradient AT/2r across an

_ unrestrained longeron will cause it to curve to a radius

i
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2r
p - aAT

,A

The boom will, however, resist taking on that curvature. In fact,

the boom will bend only in response to an internal bending moment

M which is necessary to approximately straighten the three indi-

: vidual longerons. That is

: M = 3M£

where M_ = EI£ P PB

._ EI_ = longeron bending stiffness

p = radius to which the overall boom curves
B

- in its reaction

EI B
Since M -

' PB

L

:_ where EI B = boom bending stiffness

4,

then PB 3EI£ P

or, PB - _- -_-

The deflection at the midlength of a free-span is then

L 2
y -

8P B

',

L 2 1

1 + ....

i 3EI£
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L2aAT 1

7

:

For the outboard free-span,

= 4895 inches i'
L I _:

a = 5 x 10-6/eR :{

t_T = 5°R

: r = 0.14 inch

R = 23 inches

"_ Therefore, Yl = 0.0099 inch

Sununary of OverallBoom Wayine_s_ss-- The sum, YL ' of the

' foregoing overall wavinesses for the outboard, middle and root

free-spans of a spar are listed below.

}

(Y4
Outboard 4895 4.142 ]182

Middle 3423 1.697 2017

• Root 2910 i. 348 2159

:_ The value of YL/L used in deriving the baseline design

was

L i000

k

t ,

,t

i
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Appendix B i!

BENDING DUE TO &T BETWEEN LONGERONS i

t
The objective of this analysis is to calculate the thermal

bending that will occur in the diagonal spars because of tempera- ._
EJ

ture differences between longerons nearer to and farther from II

the sail. These temperature differences are anticipated to be

most severe at the outboard end of the spars where the longeron

- nearer the sail has a much larger view factor of the sail than

: does the farther longeron, as indicated below.

•• " __ I'll'-L-L-]-3--]?]-'-{7T-#2-/QT-_19,5""

i "'/L RRR
, View factors at stations along each longeron were estimated

: by assuming the sail width (perpendicular to longeron) is finite,

but the length (parallel to longeron) is infinite. The sail!,
! was assumed to be planar and to extend at an angle of 14.5 ° to
-(

the longerons, with the sail apex coincident with the outboard

f

end of the sailward longeron. The view factors were calculated

accordingly, using the formula given for "Condition 4" in the

HANDBOOK OF HEAT TRANSFER, pages 15-44.

:' t

i
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: 1

: Temperatures along each longeron were calculated by assuming t

grey-body, steady-state conditions for the sail and longerons i

according to the following formula derived by the Poljak method: I
1

• I
• e£ A£ 1 AS 1

"I

. where T£ = longeron temperature }

TS = sail temperature
2

= absorptivity of longeron ia£

aS absorptivity of sail

_ FS£ _ view factor; sail to longeron

AS = sail area (width per unit length)

A_ = longeron area (surface area per unit length)

: Figure B1 gives longeron-to-sail temperature ratios T£/T S

. as they vary along the longerons for the conditions

_S = 0.55

e£ = 0.22

and A£ _d

i A s 2L

_ where d = 0.304 inch = longeron diameter

_ and S = half width of sail at a distance S from i'
the sail apex
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t

1.0"
{

S Longeron Nearer to Sail
0.8 _

• __'_ I,ongeron Farther From Sail

_ 0.6
r

T
£

0.4

:':: 0.2

(

J _ J 1 ] 1

0 i00 200 300

S (IN.)

FIGURE B1 -- Longeron-to-Sail Temperature Ratio

Along Nearer and Farther Longerons
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: {
i It is evident from Figure B1 that no significant temperature

i.

_ difference exists between the nearer and farther longerons for ii

distances greater than 220 inches from the sail apex. It

The difference _S in thermal expansions between the nearer

" and farther longerons, over the length where the expansions are

'_ significant, is

220

-_ TS T S ]

" where a = longeron coefficient of hhermal expansion

i'

; T£/N = temperature of 1ongeron nearer to sail

:. T£/F = temperature of longeron farther from sail

:' The integral in the above equation was determined from Figure B1

to be 6.88 inches. Therefore,

" AS = 6.88 aT S
%

i' For TS = 980°R and a = 5 x 10-6/°R (for titanium),

S = 0.0337 inch

If the outboard span of the boom is pin-jointed at a distance L

from its end (soe sketch below), then AS = AL and it will cause
l

that span to bend to a radius RB given by -h +_h

_C --Z_RRB= 1.5R 0

\ /

' The resulting bow at the midspan _ / ,

of L is given approximated by _
L

_ L 2 'i

r
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Appendix C I

STRENGTH OF A WAVY LATTICE COLUMN !

!
Following are the principal assumptions made in this analysis: i

i. The column is a three-sided lattice structure as

shown in Figure CI, simply supported with spanlength L ,

:_ baylength £ and radius R

2. It is axially compressed by load P and laterally

loaded by a uniformly distributed inertial load nW , where

W is the weight of the column and n is a load factor.

3. The initial waviness of the axis of the column

assembly is

Y = YL sin _x_- (Cl)

and the initial waviness of all its longeron axes is

_" y = y£ sin _x. -_- (C2)

4. In reaction to P , the column axis deflects in the

same mode as its initial waviness. (Note that for small

deflections of a sinusoidally wavy column of uniform bending
stiffness and simply supported, this mode of reaction is ,

exact. However, it is only an approximation for a column

of nonuniform bending stiffness and laterally loaded.)

5. The lattice column has a uniform bending stiffness !

{ along its length which is equal to the minimum stiffness that |

is calculated for its midlength. !

• i: 6. The column is so oriented that in reaction to lateral

inertial loading, two longerons are equally compressed while .
the third is tensioned.

i

7. The direction in which the column is initially wavy

is that which produces minimum compressive strength (as |

derived herein). _'-

t i
?
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8. All stresses are elastic.

9. Effects of finite transverse shearing stiffness

are negligible.

Consistent with the foregoing assumptions, the classical

<_ buckling strength PB for this column is

; PB = _2EIB (C3)

_ L 2

where EI is the assumed un; form bending stiffness of the
B

<

: column. Because this initially wavy column _:ill bend upon appli-
/

" cation of compression load P , as well as lateral load nW , its

longerons will become unequally loaded. And, because the ion-

gerons themselves are i,;itia]ly wavy, they will exhibit unequal

axial stiffnesses under their uncc_ual loadings, as shown later

in the analysis.

Without definitizing the longeron stiffnesses, the following

formula for the btmding stiffness of this column, with unequal

longeron stiffnesses, was derived by direct application oi statics

I

_ and the usual assumption that sections of the column which are

i
i

: plane before bendinq remain plane after bending:

ElB ..................................
L E _ +_ _ +_

, E1 E2 E1 E3 E2 E3

where A = longeron cross-sectioral area, same for each

longeron
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'" E = Young's modulus of elasticity for longeron i!

": material I_

R = column radius; see Figure C1

y = angle between neutral plane of bending and

one face of the column; see Figure C2

• = effective Young's moduli for each of the
i El three longerens; see Figure C2 for numbering

, convention

Axial forces Fi in the longerons are considered to be the

sum of three sources,

• = FP + F[ + FW (i = i, 2 and 3) (C5)

where F_ = forces induced by P , for axial equilib-

1 rium of forces when column is straight

F_ = midlength forces necessary to equilibrate

z the bending moment produced by P and the
initial column waviness

_ and FIW . midlength forces necessary, to the bend___
moments produced by both P and deflections

due to nW and by applied moments due to nW

For axial equilibrium between P and the longeron secticns,

P P P P

F 1 = F 2 = F 3 = _ (C6)

At the column midlength, an internal bending moment M will
Y

be necessary to equilibrate the externally applied moment owing

to the .toad P acting at the eccentric distance y . The dis-

tance y is the total deflection of this initially wavy column

in the direction of the initial waviness, and it is given by THEORY

OF ELASTIC STABILITY, by S. Timoshenko, p. 32, as

i ORIGINAL PAGE IS: OF POOR QUAUT_,
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¥
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y

t.'_ -- I,ongcron Force.q, Posit ive in ConIprc.qsion

t]) -" "[,Ollk_cl'on NO. i; blodtl?ttls = h i

(,2") -- l,ongeron No. 2; blodulus = E 2

" (_'_ - l,onqeron No. 3; Modulus = E 3

: FIGL, RH C2 -- Noment and Ro,lct ire l,on_]eron Forces

: C)T, ('O] Illlll'l

, I
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YL
:. y - (C7)

1 - p_

where P

P_ - PB (C8)

Accordingly, the internal bending moment My is given by

PYL

, My = (C9)
. 1 - p_

Longeron axial loads Fy which provide My are determined

" from statics as follows. For equilibrium in the direction of the

column axis,

e

for equilibrium of moments in the direction of My (moments

: summed about longeron Q, see Figure C2),

FYR /_ sin y + FYR _ (sin y + _ cos y) + My = 0 (CII)
4

' And, because the sum of the moments of longeron reactions must be

zero in the direction perpendicular to M
yr

Y /3 in y) 0 (C12)F 1 cos y + (cos y - s =

By combining these equations, F y are found to be

My
/3 sin T) (C13)

FY- 3R (cos y -

• M

: FY- 3_ (cos y + /3 sin y) (C14)

2My
and FY = --3-R- cos y ORIGINAL p\(;f;_ (C15)

• OF POOR QUA_ !!'Y

° ° t i ,..w.,' t
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i,
(Note that a positive sign indicates a compressive force, see

Figure C2.) Now, by substituting from equation (C9) for M
Y ' il

these equations for F y l ecome i
z Ii

P,' (cos y- /3 sin y)

: Fy = ----_-- -- (C16)

3R (i-

Fy PYL (cos y + /3 sin y)- (C17)

, 3R (i - p_)

;: 2Py L cos y r

'_ and Fy ................... (C18) _I
3R (i - p_)L

The lateral inertial load nW lies been assumed to act in

the direction perpendicular to y = 0 (see Figure C2), so as

to equally compress longerons Q and _ and tension longeron _.

_ The midspan moment M0 that results from the lateral loading

: and its deflection is the sum of the moments necessary to equi-
¢

liberate both nW and the force P That is,

nWL

MO ....8-- + PYn (C19)
i

The lateral deflection Yn is caused by nW and P , and this

i deflection is calculated by approximating the deflection shape .

", due to nW , al_ne, to be sinusoidal, and then amplifying that

deflection by a factor (I - p_) , due to the presence of the
i

: . axial load P . Thus, Yn is approximated as the so-amplified,

usual midspan deflection of a laterally loaded beam;

i
5

I
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5 nWL 3

384 EI B

Yn = (C20)

1 - p_

The longeron forces FW_ which provide MO are derived by

setting T = 0 in equations (C13), (C14) and (C15) ;

W W _ MO
F1 = F2 3R (C21)

W 2Mo

and F3 = 3R (C22)

; By substituting from equation (C19) from MO and equation (C20)

: for Yn ' FWI are determined as

( 5 nWL 3)W W nWL P 384 EI B

F1 = F 2 - _-_ + (C23)
3R (i - p_)

P 384 EI B ;
W nWL (C24)

". and F3 -- 24R 3R (i - p_)

The total load in each longeron, Fi , is found as the sum

'_ F.P F y and FW
of the foregoing contributions i ' l i ;

i p -_- (cos y - /3 sin y) + _84 R P_ +
F 1 = _ 1 + _ (C25)

1 - p_

[i YL 5_2 W L L1
F2 p -_- (cos y + V_ sin y) + _8_ _ p_ + _= _ + _ (C26)

i 1 -
I ORIGrNAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUA//TY

i
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i 2YL 2_p_ _]

, p _ cos y + 38_4

and F 3 = _ 1 ...... 4 (C27)

where _ _ nW
p (C28)

The above equations for F. are used in the following form

in the remainder of this analysis:
c"

•' fi = p*EU K C_ (i = i, 2 and 3) (C29)

F.

where f. _ i (C30)
l FCR

FCR = _2EAp2 (C31)

: = longeron buckling strength

! p = Radius of gyration of longeron cross section

P

'_ P_U -
PEU

= ratio of applied load to Euler strength of
column

_ 32EAR2
- (C33)

PEU 2L 2

2 2 2
1 R

• and C. are the bracketed terms in equations (C25), (C26) and

{ (C27), rewritten in the following form:

!
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_" YL 5_ 2 _ L P_U
(cos y - ¢_ sin y) +

R R PB _ L (c35)
C1 = i + + 8 R

p*EU
: i

PB

YL 5_ 2 _ L P_.U
-_- (cos y + ¢r_ sin y) + 3_ R --

PB W L

C2 = 1 + + 8 R (C36)
P_u

: 1
<

_ PB

_ 2YL cos y + __ _L2 P_.U

R 38.4 R PB _7L
and C3 = 1 - 4 R (C38)

P_u
i 1 -

! PB PB

where PB - P - P_U/p B•: - PEU PEU P (C38)

( *
Now consider the axial stiffness of an initially wavy lon-

geron compressed by a force F From S. Timoshenko, THEORY OF

ELASTIC STABILITY, p. 32, the deflection y of an initially wavy

longeron when acted upon by axial load F is

Y£ _x

Y- 1 - f sin -_- (C39)

where y£ is the amplitude of initial waviness;

YO = Y£ sin _x£ (C40)

and f is defined by equation (C30).

: ORIGINAL PAGE IS

" OF POOR QUALIT_
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*: The axial shortening 6 of the longeron/which results from
y

its deflectiontis

'_ _ I f 2 1 f (y6)26y 2 (Y') dx - _ dx
O O

:' 2 2 I 11

_- _ Y£ 1

- 4Z (i - f)2 (C41)

Since the total longeron shortening 6 must include that result-

ing from axial strain,

" _ Y£ 1 F£
'_ 6 - - + -- (C42) ,

4£ (i - f) 2 AE

The tangent modulus of total axial shortening of a longeron under

load F is

_ £ dF
ETAN A d6 (C43)

By taking the indicated derivative of 6 in equation (C42),

:'. E _ 1 + d6y d f

ETA N df dF

_ _ YA i

i = 1 + _ L 2£ (i - f)3 2EAp2'

= i + (C44)
' ' 3

2 (1 - f)

Y

i
I

t
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Therefore, this equation for E/ETA N is used for the modulus

ratios appearing for the longerons in equation (C4) ;

- (C45)
E. 3

i 2 (i - fi )

The previously defined [equation (C38)] buckling strength

parameter PB can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the

actual bending stiffness [equation (C4)] to the ideal (nonwavy)

bending stiffness of the column as follows:

EIB

PB- i.5EAR2

2 E_E_+ E E+ E E
E1 E2 E1 E3 E2 E3

where the ratios E/E i are determined from equation (C45). Thus,

the dependent strength variable PB is expressed, although not

explicitly, in terms of the independent loading variable P_.U '

the waviness parameters Y L and y£/p , the waviness orientationR

y and £he geometric parameters (contained in K ) [equation (C34)]

L , R£ and _R . Therefore, nontrivial values of PB can be cal-

culated for assigned values of the independent variables, for

f. < 1 [note denominator in equation (C45)].
1

J

' The buckling strength PB was calculated as it varies with
q

P{u for an example case where

I 0KIGINAL PAGE IS

0F pOOR QUALIYY
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L

y = _ radians i"

0 {:

K = 1 (as for optimum design of a {

nonwavy column) i
J

In this case, the foregoing equations become iI:

1.5

Y£1D I + 1 + _/Oi+

2 1 3

B PB _

The solutions to this equation are shown in Figure C3 as a graph

of PB versus P_U for y£/p = 0.i0 and various values of

YL/R These solutions show the following:

I. When yL/R = 0 , P{U = PB " That is, the maximum

_ load that the column can withstand is equal to its conven-

tional buckling strength, as reduced from its ideal Euler

strength to account for effects of longeron initial waviness.

2. When YL/R _ 0 , the maximum loading P_U that the

column can withstand, P_AX ' is less than the classical

buckling strength PB " In this instance, the maximum

strength PMAX_ is not__caused by buckling, a bifurcation

of stable and unstable equilibria. Instead, it is a struc-

I 0 ture for which any attempt te increase its loading from
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FIGURE C3 -- Buckling Strength PB as It Varies with Applied
\

Load P_,U for Various Overall Waviness YL/R ;

', , y£/p = 0.i0
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P_X only results in unstably decreasing its bending _i

stiffness and increasing its deflection. That is, only

•. one state of equilibrium exists t and it is unstable when

< PB< its value

_ Figure C4 shows the dependence of P_AX on waviness para-

meters YL/R and Y£/P for this example case. It is evident

that the presence of only small amounts of eiLher type of waviness

significantly reduce PI_X from unity. However, when these

wavinesses are large, P_X* is less sensitive to small changes

in those wavinesses.

Regarding the effects of the direction in which the column

• is wavy, it was determined for an example case where W = 0 ,

K = 1 and YL/R and y£/p were constant, that P_X* is mini-

_ mized when the column waviness is in a direction perpendicular to

y = 60 ° (I - 2n) , n = 0 , 1 , 2 ... i . And P_AX is
i'o

._ maximized when the waviness is perpendicular to y = 60 ° (2n) .

The difference between these extrema of P_AX can be large for

large values of YL/R and y£/p , but there is no difference

when YL/R = 0 Further, the angles y at which these extrema

occur will change from those noted when W _ 0 , and the differ-

ences in extrema also vary with K i

•, ' No further investigation of y-effects are investigated here, :

since this appendix is intended only to present the strength ],

analysis and pertinent parameters for wavy columns, ltowever,

y-effects for the Solar Sailer application are discussed in the

body of this report.
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FIGURE C4 -- Maximum Compressive Strength of Column Versus Wavi-

ness Parameters y£/o and YL/R ; K = 1 and
_=0 .
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